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- (Lukas Lund): [beautiful um and i'm not sure should we just start into it] or is there

something that you want to, I don't know clarify first or that we should talk about

before we talk further?

(Budhaditya Chattopadhyay): [yeah I was thinking about my struggles with sound writing on

sound particularly struggle in terms of] how to express this about the sonic experience [and

um i have been addressing] these questions of how to write on sound [during my phd project

in university of copenhagen and i was expressing these concerns in a number of essays um

one was titled the Auditory Context Writing on Sound and i was reading that today again

because i was trying to go back in time and figure out where i started my approach to um

poetic entry point to the discourse and sound.] Why sound as as a phenomenon or an event

appears to me like a trigger for poetic thoughts and contemplations [so and the piece

co-listening is based on those approaches and attitudes critical attitudes or maybe uh kind of

borrowing from that thought kind of a manifestation and also at the same time this book

which developed in parallel to my phd research um the nomadic listener you might know the

nomadic listener]

- [i have it uh right here ]

[yeah the nomadic listener was also uh based on those observations or um critical approaches

to poetics in relation to sound sonic poetics]

- [ and maybe to stay with that because um i know that what's happening is uh today is

a very difficult time and you're um i'm also doing some writing for the moment with

my master thesis which is not directly concerning sound but but more listening but

also there is a issue of] how to write about listening [and i'm contemplating on is there

perhaps] if not one, then multiple but different poetics for listening, like different

ways of structuring language that enables listening as such [and i'm convinced there

are multiple of those and and i think both your nomadic listener but also with the

co-listening offers certain poetics but i'm i wanted to ask you if you think there's

perhaps um something more specific to be said about] a poetic for listening [like

should be in some way define that or can be narrowed that in some way um how do

you think there's a relationship between the poetic and the poetics of a certain

language and attempt to write about sound or listening how do they come together?]
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[yes i think that um there is a very interesting take on this um this uh not binary but that]

two-way process of positioning sound as a phenomenon and listening as an act so sound

doesn't exist until a listener exists. So the listener's positionality derives the meaning or sense

of the sound. There is a theory in Indian aesthetics which I'm quite influenced by. The

thought of dhoni and spota. In dhoni there is the idea of sound and spota is the idea of

listening. So both are interconnected to each other. [You can not separate them from each

other, but they exist separately. Of course] a sound happens, it occurs and then it travels from

its source, it carries the epistemic chains or connections with the source from where the sound

emanates, but it travels and it loses its ground, it loses its informative indexical relationship

with the source, and it loses as it it travels farther away from the source [for example I'm

talking in this room somebody overhears my my voice from the outside of the door for them

my sound

will not be legible you know so based on kind of traveling sound needs to do it loses its

indexicality or semantic connotation and] a listener's positionality actually determines what

kind of meaning making is taking place after listening to the sound that is traveling. This is

where I think the poetics emerge because poetics lies in between epistemology and ontology

and phenomenology. I think that phenomenological undercurrent is something like an

exposure like an unfolding of the poetics embedded in sound. [This is one but at the same

time I also think that sound often often goes through sound often often goes through slippage

like Adelaide Morris writes about the slippages and Christophe Cox talks about the flux

ontology of sound so that they they always propose that] sound is often navigating around its

epistemic knowledge systems and through this navigation meanderings it strips of the

informative semantic epistemological layers and through this slippage sound appears poetic

[like for example I'm listening to a sound a car horn I'm sitting in my office room in my

University of Bergen and there is a car passing by I could just stop thinking about it because I

could locate its source it's a car horn right but it doesn't stop there that car horn brings back

maybe a memories of many other horns many other associations many other uh memories

recollections this resurface you know so] the power of sound, and the power of listening at

this for the same reason, lies in its associative nature; how associative they are

and that association is generative [you create an as like] sound triggers associations

and associations trigger more associations. It's a convoluted world that you open the door of

through in a moment of listening, and this opening of the door of associations is the invitation

to have a poetic understanding of the experience.
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- [and i think that invitation or the holding of the association is is very key because

when i will imagine uh] and you can correct me if your experience is different [but

but when writing there's always] this balance between using the words that are

confirming or within the habits or are expected or are precise because we are already

accustomed to them [and other words that is um offering two meanings] or different

meanings or holding potential for the associations [for the poetic and i would say that

at least within academic writings this choice or this battling this negotiation of which

words to use is very present and of course luckily enough um it's easy to quote other

people to bring in these different voices in different ways but um but personally i'm

very um] confronted with and struggling with, how to keep the language open for

these invitations [um most of all because there's this um yeah maybe it's personal but

there's this laziness within the written language where it just gets a little bit more

static um it's less um] less unsure because it has to be written down and understood by

others [whereas when i speak i speak from emotion and impulses and the writing is

altered so many times that is something different um but is this something that yeah i

don't know that you recognize as well or…]

[ yes very much i absolutely resonate with your thought on] the orality that is often more

open about expressions and in writing it appears quite cold. It cannot contain the ephemeral

quality of sound, ephemeral quality in terms of the emotive moments that are expressed in or

when you vocalize about your experience. But in written word even then if you write in a

descriptive way about sound; I am listening to rain on my window, that description does not

hold ground because the experience is so multi-layered and that moment of occurrence of the

water falling or rain falling on your window it cannot express that moment in in fuller

dimension it just remains very very partial or I would say reduced. [It's a reduced expression

of the moment of occurrence but if you kind of even in written form add a kind of poetic

contemplative approach to that description let's say] incessant rain or falling on the dark

window pane and reverberates in the emptiness of this room. [So with that expanded sense of

expression, which is poetic,] you can contain some of the associations, some of the ephemeral

quality of the rain sound of the rain. So poetic actually expands the scope of expression when

we describe sounds to the reader.
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- [Yeah and I think this is also what I'm recognizing in your own writing, that there's a

way of, through the descriptiveness, offer a poetic. Personally, I'm also trying to work

with the opposite.] Rather than fill the void with different things that can hold

associations, I'm letting the void stand. What does the blank and the openness of the

non-said, the non-written mean when you're writing? Very physical blanks, like how,

in terms of the written language, what do they offer? [I wanted to ask you about this,

perhaps, spectrum between the noise of a language, like all the words that fills in

something and overwhelming you with lots of different associations, and there's no

straight way of what they mean and what they don't mean, and then the other side, a

certain silence within the written language where you perhaps have the same

openness, the same associations. But it's like, what do they mean? It's like the

opposite methodology. And also because I'm working with this series of different

conversations with the transcripts of them, like you have the full transcript,] but then I

have all the blanks offering a lack of context, [a lot of flow and meaningfulness,] in

some way destroying the text’s ability to say something coherent, and the reader has

to make up if this makes sense or not. [And for me, at least, I'm trying to do that. i feel

that this act of listening within it um i'm not sure if you can imagine it but i'm

interested in hearing what you think about the noise or the silent aspect of the written

language.]

I think the noise is very much evident for the way we try to express our emotive context [like

let's say slangs slangs uh when we like use cuss words they uh they are distilled emotions

maybe negative emotions but they] they are more expressive than a sanitized version of the

word. So removing the noise from the language to make it victorian is often a tendency that

you that you find in early victorian poem poetry or literature but that sense of gentrification

of language cleaning the noises, it it's not only sanitizes the language but also it kills and the

possibilities of that edgy moments that are associated with sound [ like sound is not uh

something that you contain within a language that's for sure but if you like to share some of

the impulses with your audience your reader you need to think of them as well so that] all

those impulses, different possibilities and impulses, remain within the imagination of the

reader [but at the same time that] silence [you're talking about] I'm thinking of haikus [like

haiku poetries or] minimalist literature in which you leave everything open for inter-multiple

interpretation and you consider your audience as a participator. There are a lot of spaces,
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empty spaces, and you imagine the sounds in your head, so it becomes a sense of

psycho-geographic association that you can evoke in the mind of the reader by using silences.

- [yeah i like what you're saying very much and i also think i haven't thought about it in

that way that the noise and the silence um so well are balancing each other like they're

offering something for themselves but it's very different um and i think i have been

thinking about it as two strategies towards the same experience of listening but of

course it's] different ways to different experiences of listening [um yeah all right um

what i'm really interested in hearing about is that your text co-listening uh appears in

two different versions one where you are um having a conversation with your artistic

and your research self um which is something i loved very very much and another

version where those two narrators or conversation partners have been removed and it's

just the whole of you who is um who is speaking um and i wonder if you just want to

um explain your own thoughts on the differences and the choices and and like all that

context because for me i first encountered the text as the researcher and the artist

having a conversation and when i re-encountered the text without i was bewildered to

begin with and and later on i was like well it still works but it's something very

different uh]

[ well um i first contributed this conversation with the artist and the researcher in the same

body and this is a series of writings i do it's going to] a performative text in which an artist

and a researcher who are residing in the same body converse with each other [and i argue that

artistic research because many people try to define what it means by artistic research and it is

now a discipline after 2017 18 dublin convention artistic research is now a discipline many

artists scholars they are embracing artistic research as a method as a way to express

themselves articulate themselves so i was also because i received my phd in sound and

artistic research i have always been curious to find the different layers of understanding

artistic research and] for me I argue that artistic research is a con continuing conversation

between the artist and the researcher and the dynamics the complexities the conflicts and the

different moments of intersection and dissonance can be understood as an ongoing process of

navigating artistic research [so i was thinking about writing and i have published a number of

essays in this form and format and where I talk with myself, like a soliloquy. And I have a

plan to develop a book called An Ode to Soliloquy, Thoughts on Artistic Research. And when

Brandon asked me to contribute to this online publication of Listening Biennale 2021 that we
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co-curated, I thought of writing in this form. And I told Brandon that if it's a good idea and he

said, yes, he can do that. And then he really appreciated the text in which I talk with myself

and expose different thoughts, trim up thoughts by this dynamics of a conversation. But then

Brandon told me when the book form is approaching, like it's not anymore online publication,

but we are really working on a book, printed book. And he suggested that I make it,

less performative, but more concrete, like a book chapter. So I rewrote, revised that

conversational unfolding of my arguments on co-listening in the form of co-listening theory

and practice. It appeared in the book as a book chapter. So that transition is a logistical

decision. But I had to make in order to be part of the book, but I also enjoyed the process.

But I would personally prefer to continue in this conversational mode. And I'm working on

another article on that form. So once 15 of those essays will appear in different forms, I'll

compile them to develop a book called ] The Ode to Soliloquy. [You know, Soliloquy is a

self-talk.]

- [Yeah, I didn't know that word, but it's nice that it's like, yeah, a whole concept and

practice for it.]

Soliloquy. [And yes, and there are a number of new works which are very, very inspiring. For

example, sonic autoethnography. Autoethnographic writing are becoming kind of gaining

currency today in the field of sound. And that is quite inspiring for me because] I was arguing

for that autoethnographic mode of writing, which is often poetic. [And in my essay, Auditory

Context, I was arguing for that. And now I see that it was in 2015. And in 2023 and 24, I see

so many writings appear in the form of autoethnography. And then there is a wonderful book

that came out, called Schizoid, a recent book in which it's argued that it's an auto-philosophy.]

- [Yeah.]

[Self-study. David Kishik, his book Schizoid,] it is termed as auto-philosophy. So

philosophizing your own experience.

- [Yeah. This is very exciting for me. Something I will definitely, look into, yeah. And

it's easy for you. Like if you want to please send me the links or otherwise I will

search for what you said here in the recording. But it's very exciting.]
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[I'll share with you the book that came out recently, the auto philosophy and sonic

autoethnographic writing. And of course the essay I mentioned earlier, Auditory Context.]

- [It's very exciting. An interesting note is that originally I started applied philosophy

where what was of my key interest was this idea of wondering and mostly within the

idea of the conversation or] the philosophical conversation as a site for wondering

how we needed the partners to invoke that wondering [and to be common or

collective around it. So this idea of like maybe the ] auto philosophy as a way to

perhaps invoke the wondering within oneself [is, yeah, it's just an interesting thought

for me. ]

[Yeah. Yes, of course. One of the key writings in the field of philosophy is the conversation

between Socrates and Plato. ]

- [Yeah. And I have a wonderful friend who were commissioned to write a piece about

that in terms of listening. And she argues, she did a PhD on hesitation. And she argues

that basically they describe a model for having a conversation, but not at one single

point throughout all the writing is a conversation actually taking place. It is this idea

of the monologue. And then you have audience applauding or participating in that

monologue, but it's never an actual conversation or dialogue where the exchanges

actually challenge, opposes, confronts, merge together. And] there's never created that

otherness or thirdness [that we ideal or Plato and Socrates also have this idea for

never takes place. And it's just, it's a funny analyst. And yeah, I love it. I love it very

much because her point at the end is that if Socrates or Plato at any point throughout

their career would just have hesitated once, it would have been very different and

much better and much more perhaps listening or wondering within the practice. ]

[Yeah. And I'm also thinking in that same line, what we learn from letters of philosophers, or

authors, or writers, poets, that letters that we find, like this wonderful text by Rilke, you

know,] A Letter to a Young Poet, [you know that? ]

- [Yes, I know it, yeah. There's a quote in it that I always use when I teach philosophy,

but I have it in Danish, but it's this quote about how you have to cherish questions as
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if there were doors, closed door to open, and open, maybe, living rooms- Yeah. And,

and so on, but yeah. ]

[Yeah, I remember that quote very much. I really love that text. So it's a letter, you know, a

long form letter. ] And letters are also exchanged. They're conversations in a long form. [We

can also think about letters, epistolary literatures, and which contribute to understanding the

works of contemporary writers of great poets and writers and philosophers as well]

- [ um to return to um your text on on co-listening um i really love your concept about

both] the inner conditions and [the whole um diverse idea of like] the cognitive

universes [that we are in um both the many different we have within ourselves but

also that we are always in touch with um and i wonder in terms of this co-listening do

you see it as the subject is always co-listing with itself um is that also part of it or is it

this expanded community aspect of it that you underline or is it existing together um it

wasn't completely clear for me um but uh yeah so i'm just asking]

[yes uh thanks for the question i think um the way i articulate uh this line of thought is

through two terms] one is hyper-listening and one is co-listening. They are intricately

connected to each other [ and they are not mutually exclusive but they are always the other

side uh it's like] doing one will contribute to the other. Hyper listening is a concept in which I

talk about the object-disoriented nature of sound. Object disorientation happens when we

open the door of associations, then the object or the source of the sound disappears. Then

sound becomes like a premise through which we enter into another realm which is not

directly connected to the sound of the source. [like think of music when we listen to let's say

a cello or or piano piece we are not thinking of as cello or piano we are taking a journey

through the narrative development of the musical score musical performance not score and

that journey happens when you are not taking an object oriented approach but you are like]

when you are suspended in a way your judgmental patterns of recognizing and immediate

meaning making of sound [but you are you are trying to expand that moment into like

historical context and] hyper listening is this form of meditative listening in which you

indulge in this object-disorientation of sound [and you go inner that kind of inner journey]

you delve into your inner crevices and fissures and your personality determines how you

listen to yourself. It's not just listening to your breathing or your body sounds but listening to

your persona, listening to the processes of listening, listening to listening. So hyper listening
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is this sense of object-disoriented listening to yourself and that is a process of empowerment.

If you listen to yourself honestly and without judgment then you can dismantle the autopilot

mode in which we operate in everyday situations and that empowers us to engage outwardly

and that enables us to co-listen with others. Hyper listening and co-listening are both

connected to each other, so one contributes to the other by empowerment and a sense of

generative processes through which we engage with each other. Co-listening is in short a

collaborative community in a form of listening in which we can actually engage with others

on a non-hierarchical horizontal plane as part of the community. It's a listening community or

listening society that you can build together.

- [and it was also how i both understood it read it and really also wanted to understand

it and felt it within myself like this invitation to perhaps like the artist and the

researcher have this inner dialogue and and listen to the whole of myself afterwards

and to the process and from there on built the ability to listen out to the community

with the community um and that's also why i was very interested with um with your

rewritten or the revisiting of the chapter because um when you did it for the listening

biennial reader and you removed the voices the inner voices um i think that the same

theory and the same practice is there. But it didn't strike me as much. It felt much

more detached. And of course, that was also, I guess, part of the task. But I'm just

wondering, how do you see] the conversation as this site where both the artistic

articulations, this practice and the performativity, but also the research can take place

together? [Because for me, the conversation is a very magical place, very difficult,

very easy at the same time, very natural, but very also a battlefield. And I'm just

wondering, how do you work with the conversation in general and what kind of

radical aspects, wonderings do you encounter and want to, I don't know, work with,

share? ]

[Yeah, I think the conversational mode of the generative knowledge, is something I have

been practicing for a long time. I have two books. I mean, I don't claim that I'm the author of

these books, but I'm a facilitator of these two books. One is Between the Headphones, and

one is Sound Practices in the Global South, Co-listening to Resounding Plurilogues.]

- [Yes, I know them both. Yeah, I don't have them physically, but I have them through

the university online, yeah.]
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[Right. So in these exercises, which are works for a long, long period, for Between the

Headphones, 2012 to 2020, sorry, 2012 to 2016, 17, and for the second book, the Co-listening

to Resounding Plurilogues, 2018 to 2022. So five years of conversing with artists. Yeah.

Catching the kind of time it takes to stage a conversation, to kind of facilitate the

conversation to emerge or unfold. And some of the conversations are hours, are an hour's, of

course, of conversation. And the show is very long duration. Like one conversation I had was

for four and a half hours with an artist.] I could not control the conversation. It happens in its

own way. It's a rhizomatic movement of perspectives, thoughts, streams of thoughts,

expressions and it's impossible to control a conversation. If you call it an interview, then it's

limited and controlled kind of scenario, but if it's a conversation it happens on its own terms;

that ephemeral quality, that uncontrollable quality of a conversation to unfold you need to

keep it going. [So i learned so much for this from these two books] how to let the speaker

speak and how to use your patience in listening to and support and nurture this moments of

illumination that happens in a conversation [like some an artist is talking about the processes

of a particular project and then the artist is ruminating on the process itself and and] that

rumination becomes a field of knowledge like a rich moment of knowledge and kind of

illumination that you suddenly realize that you learn a new idea or new perspectives is

opened up for you and yes it's very difficult conversation is difficult but conversation is an

alive moment of knowledge generation it's not something that you are detached from it's an

embodied knowledge that happens through its mere presence and happening.

- [ and um i'm wondering because in this little conversation on co listening it was not

an interview but it was very much the researcher posing the questions um and i'm just

wondering if um what you just described in terms of the conversation is that the the

artist is the speaker or the researcher use understanding of the conversation or is it of

course merge and in that in that line of thought um] what kind of different questions

or different ways of allowing the speaker to speak is the artist promoting rather than

the researcher [how are they two different ways of doing it because of course the

research in some ways trained within the interview and chatting in the interview and

the artist i'm i'm not an artist so i actually don't know what the artist would be trained

to do but yeah yeah what are you thinking]
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[ it's a beautiful question i thought about it and i was thinking about the kind of] positionality

the research claims; the positionality of asking questions. The researcher has this kind of

claim to ask questions because it's their job uh to ask questions and invoke different

knowledge generation moments of knowledge generation. The artist can offer, given the role

of an artist, monologues, or perhaps they can be lost in their thought they can take a pause.

[like in the book between the headphones i have the sound recordings of all the

conversations like gigabytes of sound and when i re-listen to them i see maybe] for one

minute we didn't speak but it's recording button is still on so that silence is the like full of

reflections, because what we discussed just a few moments ago in that moment of silence we

are reflecting on them even in unspoken form you can imagine the kind of intensity they hold

[those silences, so uh i think for an artist because these conversations between me and me

between the artist me and the researcher me is staged as an art form of artistic research doing

artistic research it has always been the artist who is researching responding to the probing

questions of the researcher but if we turn the conversation upside down when artists start

questioning the researcher the mode of questioning might have a different kind of impulse

might have different context and syntax] maybe the artist will be very imaginative and poetic

in their approach to knowledge maybe artists are not thinking about knowledge generation as

such but they're trying to let's say provoke the researcher to accept slippage of meaning,

maybe it's invitation for the researcher to delve into the territory in between knowledge in

between epistemologies, in between the fissures of knowledge and unknowledgeable, and this

unknowledgeable is often the broad place of poetry.

- [I think for me I have this hope but also projection until the artist that part of their

claim and position is also] to point towards the limits of knowledge for the researcher

[to show that that research and finding knowledge is a great thing but it's very limited

and] to remind of that limitedness and all the unknowingness that we are confronted

with [that the researcher um and this is also like a very modern I will also say Western

idea of the research but] the researcher might be so occupied with knowing that they

forget to think about how little their knowledge will ever be in relation to the ‘grand

scheme of the universe’ [ um like of course it is the researchers who knows that the

dark matters are the most uh but it's the artist that kind of like confronts what that

actually means um and for me um now now I'm researching and I'm dealing with

listening um I think I use the voices of different artists to remind the writing and to

remind the widgets into listening that listening is this mode of confronting that we do
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not know cannot know we'll never know that we that there's this uh that we do that

trend even know that we don't know. Yeah. But it's also just in terms of like, what

what we understood by artistic research, you describe as this conversation between

the artist and the researcher. But at what point do they also? I don't know, just sit in

silence together, because they have come to the end of the artistic research. I don't

know, because for me, the listing goes on, like] I could imagine a conversation

between the artist and the researcher, where they decide on that, for now, there's

nothing else to do than just sit down and listen to each other being silent.

[Yes, absolutely. These two images come to my mind with your, with you what you just said.

One is that, that very, like, introduction to each of the conversations, where they are located. ]

That is almost like a silent moment in the text, in which there is no conversation taking place.

But it's an invocation of the site specificity, in which that conversation takes place. It's an

invitation for the reader to be part of this conversation. [You remember, the first part, the

introduction, where I describe, it's I, which is the who is inviting the audience to imagine

where this conversation is taking place. And I have so far, I have five essays in this form,

and each essay is based on a particular location. The first one is in Copenhagen, the second is

in Berlin, the third in Den Haag, fourth in Kolkata.]

- [ Yeah, and then the different sites will definitely inform the reader about their the

differences between whether artist and researcher is being influenced. ]

[Yeah, and the second image is a very, very personal one. ] My father was a poet, [and we had

a house once before moving to another. We had a very interesting premise, like there is a

veranda, like a balcony,] open balcony. On the main street, [so the main street here, people

are walking, they are going to the main, another bigger street to the city. And then you can

just come to this veranda or balcony, and then you enter the main house.] So in the

afternoons, my father used to sit there in an easy chair before he passed away. He used to sit

there for hours, [and one of his very dear friends used to come. And I was a little boy, I was

not a little boy, I was like in my teenage, I'd say, and this friend used to come around 7.30 in

the evening.] And then I saw that they're just sitting on the balcony. There was another empty

chair. And this friend would come, he would walk from the main street and then come to the

balcony and sit. [And they will maybe talk just one or two sentences. Uh…] and then they

will sit in silence. [They will drink a cup of tea, my mother would bring. And that,] that
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conversation in silence was something I observed and I found it so profound. [That when you

are really knowing someone, your dear friend, you don't need to converse. Just being beside

that person,] just being in the presence of another, it's enough to have an exchange, which is

often silent, [which doesn't have the necessity to express in semantic word, in word, let's say,

which has semantic baggage. But without having this necessity to converse, it's so difficult.

It's so profound.]

- [ I also think it really puts it on the spot how the conversation that you're having with

yourself, and how I imagine most people are having conversation with themselves, is

a very meaningful act in terms of like generating this attitude to the world. But when

you are meeting the world, you don't really need to do that because the world is

already affecting you. So] there's always already a conversation happening between

you and the world. [. And you're not alone. And the rest of the world is only within

yourself that you can perhaps generate that extra attitude if you need to. Yeah. Maybe.

Yeah. I don't have that many questions, really. I just wanted to hear from you how you

would like working with the whole co-listening and conversation. But one thing I

would like to ask you is like,] is there something that you're really wondering upon

that you don't really understand or are troubled with [also in a good way when it

comes to having a conversation or working with conversation? Is there something that

really keeps, I don't know, inspiring you, make you question what it is? Yeah.]

[ I'll share one concern I have. Yeah. Which is, I think, through] a repeated exposure to

scientific mode of writing, which I often find reductive because it's deductive, because it

deduces, and in this process, it reduces the possibilities of thought stream. [And that

reduction in scientific writing, I'm, for a long time I'm now exposed, as an academic scholar,

to the fact that I'm not alone. academic as a scholar from my PhD studies, master studies and

PhD studies to now doing postdoc and teaching.] All these years I am super exposed to

scientific form of writing. I find them so dry and uninteresting, [but it's my job and this job is

thirst on me to read and to write in that language, which I struggle to do. I have been

struggling to do, but in some way or the other, I kind of accept what is being given to me. ]

And that I find is damaging. It's damaging the possibility of language that one can play with

in their expression. [ I often feel like my… My sensitivity towards language and the

impossibility of expression in language is kind of hindered by the scientific writings that I

have to accept in my system, in my reading habits. As much as I try to distance myself from
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this mode of writing in nomadic listener, more and more… ] Or because of surviving in an

academic context, I have very little resistance left. And that's a huge concern. I could not read

a book of poetry for so many months or years. [Like there are books waiting in the rack.

Seamus Heaney or Derek Walcott or Sylvia Plath. I want to read, but the kind of reading I

have to do... I have to do… Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media, you know, it's difficult

to reach out to poetic texts, which I really want to read. Maybe I'll just retire and just… ]

- [I'm curious about this because I'm only doing my master thesis, but already for over

two years ago, I think I experienced some kind of fatigue. Yeah. I'm curious about this

because I'm only doing my master thesis, but already for over two years ago, I think I

experienced some kind of fatigue. academic structures and the limitations and that's

why I started founding the Bureau for Listening as this collective nomadic collective

really and a platform where we could just do an experiment and challenge and hack

and infiltrate and all those certain things as a way for me to resist and I'm just

wondering because] I think I have a romantic notion that with time as you progress

and you gain certain position and powers [you can I don't know I don't know install

different practices and I also teach philosophy at a performance school where we have

made it a rule we decided this as a collective thing that] before starting any session we

would take turns in reading poetry [so everyone throughout the semester should

prepare at least one reading to start with and it didn't have to be connected to anything

it was just as that resistance or like an antidote to the whole now we're in class

together now we are at school we have to learn and this philosophy and what does that

even mean] how can the poetry keep reminding us about expanding our language and

way of thinking [about this yeah but it's both the interesting but also sad to hear that

you are struggling with this but I recommend making reading poetry a rule yeah

saying that this is something that we absolutely knows yes I will not start the class I

will not hand in with assessment until we have done this um yeah um maybe you can

contract one day]

[ maybe what um ]

- [maybe you can have it written into a contract like saying well if you want to hire me

this is part of the contract that we need to do]
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[ yeah very good idea uh yeah of course I was thinking about why the like last addition I

would like to make because time is running out maybe I don't know] just to think about the

defense of poetry [because we come back where we started our conversation why poetry is so

important and necessary why it must be uh a moment of coming back to poetry every day like

you suggested because Simas Henney writes ] poetry has the ability to speak the truth. [It's

the only form of semantic expression, ] often overcoming the semantic limitation of

language, in which you can at least come closer to the truth or have a taste of the truth. [And

truth here is a bigger like context.] That is the reason why poetry is being embraced by

protesters on the street, demonstrations, resistance movements, or anti-establishment

movements all the time embrace poetry, as a form of resistance. Why? Because poetry has the

capacity to speak the truth.

- [And it's also why I think I personally like Tilke and other more romantic poets,

because they are very much occupied with the truth as a capital T, only resting in the

God or nature or the gods, something much bigger, and something by category outside

of our scope and ability to claim and to understand. And I really like that conflict, like

we speak up against something that we can never say out, but we will do it anyway,

because nobody else should claim that they can do it. Yeah.]

So what do you think poetry offers for resistance or in resistances across the globe? [There is,

I mean, people gathering on the street and demonstrating and they're reading poems, you

know, and there are] poets who are resistance poets like Mahmoud Darbesh in Palestine.

[So what do you think?] Why are poets the forefront of resistance?

- [I think for me, and this is also relating to the truth, I think the way the poetics of

poetry functions is that] you have this undermining of the system, of the rhythms, of

the structures, of the form. [You have an undermining of that, you have expansion of

that.] But in that undermining, in that collapse and failure, lies also the resistance, the

flowering, the growth, the creation of something new. And because you have both

forces going together [, I think it has the potential for resistance, because you cannot

really, like when you] when you fire a bullet it only goes in one direction. It's a very

sad form of power and movement, it's only one way and it stops, it falls down on the

earth, [ it will never go around and around forever.] Poetry will, always just keep

going [ um and and yeah also because] I don't know what can stop it really [ it seems
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very uh um persistent in some way I] I don't know how to fight poetry, I only know

how to fight with it, so if I could choose a team to fight with I would definitely choose

those who have the most poets, or the best.

[um yeah yeah exactly yeah]

- [ and also um in terms of these rules with poetry um for the last only only thing it took

like a year within philosophy but then I made a rule that all the assessments that I

hand in there's like this epilogue where there's a poem um and for all my oral

presentations I've also insisted on taking the time to read those poems and all the time

and this is a kind of a beautiful thing um the examinators said like well technically

this is a waste of time we cannot give you points for doing this but it is the most

meaningful thing that has happened um so let's also say something about the points

but I have never been ill received by doing that um yeah so it's very it's very nice

when I think when you see a pro it's me um it's also creates a community um] it gives

you friends and allies [um and of course sometimes within certain structures it didn't

give you the points that you want um but perhaps you gain something that is much

better than those points also a power within poetry I think]

[ right]

- [ oh wow um so basically um we have talked for an hour now I don't really have like a

sharp um back end but at the same time um not knowing what you're doing now but

uh yeah um first of all I would just like to thank you so much]

[yeah I also thank you for bringing me to this conversation and] it is very helpful to talk about

poetry, listening and sounding [and kind of refreshing my mind about these thoughts and

yeah um it's been a great opportunity to express and and also probably contributing to your

endeavor wonderful endeavor] maybe we can think of transcribing and do something out of it

for other people to actually come in and listen and read.

- [yeah I want to add that because um the next thing for me would definitely be to

transcribe it um it's in the back to you of course but um I would also like] to do this

fragmentation [um where yeah where I try to find out a way to um] a lot of blanks so
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the whole the meaningfulness that we have and the context that we have is disrupted

and disappearing [um and see how that turns out and if you want to um I would be

very happy to also publish it on the website of pure for listening um please do that

yeah and in the very long term um but together with Brandon we are actually doing a

publications with these fragmentized conversations for listening um and we don't

know how much funding there is to like how many conversation can make it but uh

but um we would love to include this one as well um if you are game for that yeah]

[yeah please do okay wonderful we can continue this conversation later in another context

maybe if you come to Bergen let me know uh I stopped recording here, perhaps.]

- Beautiful.

–

Note added by Lukas after end conversation:

Maybe ideally, this conversation would have been able to continue in silence; in a silence of

presenceness. Of two people connected digitally sitting in silence, without the need to speak.

Perhaps, ideally, a silence in which the reader can engage too - a space, without words, filled

and engaged by all that which is already…

Maybe such ‘ideal’ presence can be illustrated by further blankness, blank spaces and

pages… if enough pages exist, then even the simple action and gesture of leafing through

them might act as a moment of pausing; a moment where the lack of speech allows the

presence, the leafing through, and the already existence outside of this conversation, these

blank pages, to imprint themself more deeply unto this conversation and the reading of it…

Such blank pages could be illustrated as following: [
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] (end of gestural blank pages).
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